We investigate the squeezing of primordial gravitational waves (PGWs) in terms of quantum discord. We construct a classical state of PGWs without quantum discord and compare it with the Bunch-Davies vacuum. Then it is shown that the oscillatory behavior of the angular-power spectrum of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) fluctuations induced by PGWs can be the signature of the quantum discord of PGWs. In addition, we discuss quantum decoherence on the entanglement and the quantum discord of PGWs for super-horizon modes. For the state of PGWs with decoherence effect, we examine the decoherence condition and the correlation condition introduced by C. Kiefer et al. (Class. Quantum Grav. 24 (2007) 1699. We show that the decoherence condition is not sufficient for the separability of PGWs and the correlation condition implies the quantum discord of PGWs in the matter-dominated era.
In the modern cosmology, the early stage of the universe is described by inflation. The theory of inflation predicts primordial quantum fluctuations as the origin of the structure of our universe and primordial gravitational waves (PGWs). PGWs can be the evidence of inflation, and its quantum feature is expected to give the information of quantum gravity.
It is known that PGWs generated during inflation have the squeezed distribution [2, 3] , and if their statistical feature is observed then it can support inflation. The detection of the squeezing effect of PGWs by ground-and space-based gravitational interferometers was discussed by B. Allen, E. E. Flanagan and M. A. Papa [4] . According to their analysis, the detector with a very narrow band is required to detect the squeezed distribution. The estimated band width is around the present Hubble parameter, and it is difficult to detect the squeezed property of PGWs practically. On the other hand, S. Bose and L. P. Grishchuk [5] considered the indirect observations of squeezing feature of PGWs by CMB fluctuations.
They showed that the squeezing of PGWs appears as the oscillatory behavior of the angularpower spectrum of CMB temperature fluctuations.
In order to characterize quantum feature of primordial fluctuations, the notion of quantum correlation is often applied. In particular, quantum entanglement of primordial fluctuations in the cosmological background has been investigated [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] 20] . In previous works [10, 20] , it was shown that the entanglement of primordial fluctuations remains during inflation. Although quantum entanglement is adopted to characterize the nonlocal properties of quantum mechanics, it describes only a part of quantum correlations. Quantum discord is a kind of quantum correlations [29, 30] and is robust against the quantum decoherence. In the cosmological context, quantum discord was investigated in several works [9, 14, 16, 17, 19] .
In this paper, we examine the squeezed nature of PGWs in terms of quantum correlations.
In the field of quantum information, it is known that the squeezing of states is related to quantum correlations. The oscillatory behavior of PGWs originated from the squeezing can be the evidence of quantum correlation. In order to clarify the relation between the oscillatory behavior and quantum correlations, we introduce a classical model of PGWs under several assumptions. The meaning of classicality is defined by using quantum discord.
The constructed classical model tells us that the oscillatory feature of PGWs is associated with quantum discord. We compare the angular-power spectrum of the CMB temperature fluctuations caused by PGWs for the two models: the Bunch-Davies vacuum and the classical model. Then we find that there is no oscillatory behaviors for the classical model of PGWs unlike the case of the Bunch-Davies vacuum. Our analysis provides the meaning of the oscillatory behavior in terms of quantum correlations, and we can regard it as the signature of quantum discord of PGWs.
Furthermore we investigate how the quantum correlation of PGWs is affected by the quantum decoherence for super-horizon modes. Under the assumption that sub-horizon modes of PGWs does not decohere, the decoherence condition and the correlation condition are computed. The decoherence condition implies the loss of coherence of the Bunch-Davies vacuum, and the correlation condition means the sufficient squeezing of the Wigner function for a considering mode in the phase space. Through the calculation, we show that the decoherence condition for the super-horizon modes does not necessarily ensure the separability of the decohered state of PGWs. Further we find that the correlation condition leads to the survival of the quantum discord of PGWs in the matter-dominated era.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we review the linear theory of the tensor perturbation in a Friedmann-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) universe and the oscillatory feature of the correlation function of the tensor field. In Sec. III, we construct a classical state of PGWs and clarify the connection between the oscillatory behavior of the angular-power spectrum and the quantum discord of PGWs. In Sec. IV, we evaluate the decoherence and the correlation conditions for the decohered state of PGWs and discuss the relation to the quantum correlations of PGWs in the matter era. The section V is devoted to summary. We use the natural unit = c = 1 through this paper.
II. QUANTUM TENSOR PERTURBATION IN INFLATION, RADIATION AND

MATTER ERA
In this section, we demonstrate that PGWs lead to the oscillatory behavior of the correlation function of PGWs. We consider a tensor perturbation in a spatially flat FLRW universe. The perturbed metric of the spacetime is
where η is the conformal time and h ij represents the tensor perturbation with ∂ j h ij = δ ij h ij = 0 (i, j = 1, 2, 3). We assume that the universe has the instantaneous transitions of its expansion law at η = η r and η = η m . The scale factor a(η) is given as
.
(
Each form of the scale factor represents the expansion law in the inflation, radiation and matter era. The inflationary universe is assumed to be the de Sitter spacetime with the Hubble parameter H inf . The perturbed Einstein-Hilbert action up to the second order of h ij
where prime denotes the derivative of the conformal time η and M pl is the reduced Planck mass 1/ √ 8πG. In the following, we use the rescaled perturbation and its conjugate momen-tum y ij := ah ij , π ij := y ij − a a y ij .
Since the background spacetime is invariant under spatial rotations and translations, the tensor perturbation can be decomposed as
where λ = 1, 2 denotes the label of the polarization and the polarization tensor e ij (q, λ) witĥ
e ij * (q, λ)e ij (q, λ ) = 2δ λλ ,
The equation (7) corresponds to the traceless and transverse conditions and the equation (8) is the normalization condition. The representation of the parity transformation for the polarization tensor is fixed by the equation (9) . The reality condition of the tensor perturbation with (9) implies that the variables y λ and π λ satisfy
From the perturbed action (3), the mode equation is
where q = |q|. To quantize the tensor perturbation, we impose the canonical commutation relations at simultaneous time
[ŷ λ (q, η),π λ (q , η)] = iδ λλ δ 3 (q + q ).
We denote the solution of the equation of motion (11) as f q and define the function g q = i(f q − a f q /a). We fix the normalization of the mode function as
and expand the canonical variablesŷ λ andπ λ as follows:
whereâ λ is the annihilation operator satisfying
The equation of the mode function is solved for each epoch, and junction conditions at η = η r and η = η m yield the full solution of the tensor perturbation in the FLRW universe.
We adopt the following mode function for the inflation era
and assume that the initial quantum state of PGWs is the Bunch-Davies vacuum 0 BD defined byâ
With the junction conditions, we find the full solution as
where u rad q and u mat q are positive frequency mode solutions in the radiation-and matterdominated era and the coefficients α q , β q , γ q , δ q are fixed by the junction conditions. In particular, the mode function u R q is given as
From the solution f q , the function g q is obtained as
where the functions v inf q , v rad q and v mat q are given by the definition of the function g q (η). The
The normalizations of u inf q , v inf q , u rad q , and v rad q are chosen so that the equation (14) is satisfied for each pair (u inf q , v inf q ) and (u rad q , v rad q ). The Bogolyubov coefficients α q , β q , γ q , δ q satisfy the normalization conditions
The coefficients α q , β q are determined by the junction conditions at η = η r :
The explicit form of the functions u mat q , v mat q and the coefficients γ q , δ q are not needed in the following analysis. This is because we are interested in the super-horizon mode at the end of inflation and the sub-horizon mode at the radiation-matter equality time, that is,
The sub-horizon condition qη m 1 implies that the solution f q in the matter era can be approximated by that for the radiation era.
Let us demonstrate the oscillatory behavior of the power spectrum for the field amplitudes of PGWs. In order to make a clear connection between the oscillatory behavior and quantum correlations, we introduce the operator
This operatorÂ λ for the sub-horizon mode is equivalent to the annihilation operator defined by the positive frequency mode in each era. In fact, in the radiation or the matter era η r < η, the operatorÂ λ for the sub-horizon mode qη 1 is approximated aŝ
whereb λ is given byb
The operatorb λ is the annihilation operator defined by the positive frequency mode u R q after inflation (u R q is also the positive frequency mode in the matter era for qη m 1). Hence the operatorÂ λ for the sub-horizon mode has the same role asb λ . The correlation function for the variableŷ λ is
where we usedŷ λ (q, η) = (Â λ (q, η) +Â † λ (−q, η))/ √ 2q and introduced n q and c q by
The function n q represents the mean particle number of PGWs and c q characterizes the quantum coherence of the Bunch-Davies vacuum. The functions n q and c q completely determine the quantum property of the Bunch-Davies vacuum. We evaluate the power spectrum at the matter-dominated era η m < η for the target range of the wave number 1/η m q 1/η r (28) . Considering the sub-horizon condition qη 1, the functions n q and c q are computed as
where the second approximation in the equation (36) follows from qη r 1. The behavior of the correlation function ofŷ λ in the matter-dominated era is obtained as
where the cosine term comes from c q (η). The correlation function oscillates in time. In terms of the Fock space defined byÂ λ , the Bunch-Davies vacuum can be expressed as
where the state |0; η is defined byÂ λ (q, η) |0; η = 0 and R 3+ :
The function c q , which characterizes the coherence between the modes q and −q, leads to the squeezing and the rotation of the Wigner function in the phase space. From the equation (20), the wave function of the Bunch-Davies vacuum for a single mode q and a polarization λ is
where we omitted the labels q and λ. The Wigner function W BD (y, π y , η) of the density
where the superscript R and I denote the real and imaginary parts, respectively. The figure   1 schematically represents the behavior of the Wigner function w BD (y R , π R y , η). In Fig. 1 , the left panel represents the initial vacuum state at the past infinity η → −∞ and the middle panel represents the squeezed vacuum by the inflationary expansion. The right panel shows the Wigner ellipse after the inflation for a sub-horizon mode. The Wigner function of a super-horizon mode at the end of inflation is further squeezed until the horizon re-entry. After that, the Wigner ellipse rotates during the radiation and matter era. (Its thickness is around = 1 in the right panel of Fig. 1 , however it can be ignored in (37).)
The oscillation of the correlation function corresponds to the rotation of the Wigner ellipse in the phase space.
In order to understand the oscillatory feature from the viewpoint of quantum correlations, we have introduced the two modes q and −q by defining the annihilation operator (29) . On the other hand, we have used the Wigner function of the single mode q for the real (or imaginary) part of the fieldŷ λ to explain the squeezing feature of the state. These two treatments are connected by the following relation
and this contains the function c q (η) characterizing the quantum coherence between the modes q and −q.
III. RELATION BETWEEN THE OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR AND QUANTUM DISCORD
In this section we clarify the relation between the oscillatory behavior of the CMB angularpower spectrum caused by PGWs and quantum discord. For this purpose, we introduce the notion of the classically correlated state. A given bipartite state ρ AB is called classically correlated [29, 31] if the state has the following form
where p ij is a joint probability p ij ≥ 0, i,j p ij = 1 and represents the classical correlation between A and B. The vectors |ψ i A and φ k B of each system A and B satisfy the orthonormal conditions
The particular feature of classically correlated states is that there is a rank-1 projective measurement for the subsystem A or B such that the states are not disturbed [29] in the following sense: 
where λ i is a probability, and ρ i A and σ i B are density operators. This is because ρ i A and ρ j A (i = j) do not have to commute each other generally, and hence separable states can be disturbed by a projective measurement for the subsystem A. It is obvious that the classically correlated states are included in the separable states by the definitions of each state.
Next we introduce quantum discord [29] as a measure of quantum correlations. Quantum discord is the difference between the mutual information of a given bipartite state ρ AB and its generalization with projective measurements. The mutual information I AB is 
The mutual information characterizes the total correlation of the bipartite state ρ AB . Using the conditional entropy S B|A = S AB − S A , the mutual information is rewritten as
This second expression leads to the notion of quantum discord. As a generalization of the conditional entropy with projective measurements, we can consider
where
is the von Neumann entropy of the density operator given by
The von Neumann entropy i p i S B|P i A is equivalent to the conditional entropy after the projective measurementsP i A on the system A. Quantum discord of a bipartite state ρ AB is the minimum of difference between the two mutual informations:
where we maximize over all possible projective measurements on the system A. In general, δ B|A is not the same as δ A|B . In Ref. [29] , it was shown that δ B|A = 0 = δ A|B for a given bipartite state if and only if the state is classically correlated. The quantities δ B|A and δ A|B are good indicators of the quantumness of the correlation associated with a given state. Now, we construct a classical model (zero quantum discord state) of PGWs. Firstly, we impose the following three assumptions on the classical model:
The mode obeys the linearized Einstein equation.
Assumption 2. The initial state is a Gaussian state.
Assumption 3. The initial state is invariant under spatial translations and rotations.
These assumptions are accepted in standard treatment of the linear quantum fluctuations in the FLRW universe. We denote the classical model (state) of PGWs as ρ cl . By the assumption 1, the evolution of the Heisenberg operators is determined and hence we only have to fix the initial condition of the state ρ cl to identify the classical model. From the assumptions 2 and 3, the state ρ cl has the following expectation values forb λ andb † λ defined by (31) :
where m q and d q are the parameters of the initial state. Because of the translational invariance, the expectation value of the annihilation operatorb λ with nonzero modes vanishes.
From the assumption of being Gaussian state, the parameters m q and d q completely determine the form of the state ρ cl .
In order to fix the two parameters m q and d q of the state ρ cl , we further impose the following two assumptions. From the assumption 2,3 and 4, we can find that the state ρ cl is classically correlated if and only if the parameter d q vanishes. Let us show this statement. For simplicity, we omit the index of the polarization λ and denote the state ρ cl with the mode q and −q as ρ cl q,−q . When the parameter d q vanishes, the Gaussian state ρ q,−q is a product state, which corresponds to a classically correlated state with the weight p ij = p A i p B j in Eq. (44). Conversely, if the state ρ cl q,−q is classically correlated, then the state ρ cl q,−q is represented by a product state
where ρ q and σ −q are density operators for each mode. In general, a given classically correlated state can have correlation, but classically correlated Gaussian states are product states [33, 34] . The Appendix A is devoted to a simple proof of this property. Then the expectation value ofb(q)b(−q) is given by
because the one-point function of the annihilation operatorb(q) vanishes by the translation invariance (53). Hence the parameter d q must vanish. As d q characterizes the coherence of ρ cl (see the equation (55)), the following statement holds : the quantum discord exists if and only if the quantum coherence between the modes q and −q exists.
We emphasize that the condition d q = 0 for the classical state cannot be derived from the separability. To judge whether a given bipartite state ρ AB is entangled or not, the positive partial transposed (PPT) criterion is useful [25, 26] ; if a bipartite state ρ AB is separable then the inequality
holds, where T B is the transposition for the subsystem B and the inequality means that (ρ AB ) T B has no negative eigenvalues. For the Gaussian bipartite state ρ cl q,−q defined byb(q) andb(−q), it is known that the PPT criterion is the necessary and sufficient condition for the separability [28, 32] . The inequality (57) for the state ρ cl q,−q is given by
The derivation of the inequality (58) is shown in the appendix B. We can admit the nonentangled model of PGWs with nonzero d q (non-zero discord). Such a model has the following expectation value for the sub-horizon modes (qη 1),
and shows the oscillatory behavior of the correlation function. Hence we cannot distinguish whether the model has quantum entanglement (between q and −q modes) by just observing the oscillatory behavior.
The parameter m q is determined by the assumption 5. Using the approximated form of the annihilation operatorÂ λ for the sub-horizon scale (30) , we obtain the correlation function of the state ρ cl for qη 0 1 as
where η 0 is the conformal time of the present day. The assumption 5 requires that the correlation function of the variablesŷ λ should be equal to that given by the Bunch-Davies vacuum (37). For qη 0 1 and qη r 1 the parameter m q can be fixed as
where we used the equation (37) at the present time η 0 .
Here we compare our analysis with the previous work [5] . They considered squeezed and non-squeezed models of PGWs. Both of these models assume the Bunch-Davies vacuum as the initial state of PGWs. The squeezed model corresponds to PGWs treated in the previous section. The non-squeezed one is constructed by assuming the following form of the mode function in the matter-dominated era
which has only the positive frequency mode. This means that there is no particle production and any squeezing effects. In [5] , the specification (62) of the mode function was called the traveling wave condition, which corresponds to the classically correlated assumption in our analysis. The amplitude of the mode (62) is determined by the same procedure as our assumption 5, which was called the fair comparison in [5] . For the sub-horizon mode at the present time qη 0 1, the amplitude was given by m q without the cosine term. The disregard of the cosine term is valid in the calculation of the angular-power spectrum. We will explain detail of this statement later (after Eq. (72)).
Let us compare the two models of PGWs by the angular-power spectrum of CMB temperature fluctuations. The temperature fluctuations caused by the tensor perturbation is
wheren i is the unit vector describing the direction of CMB photon's propagation and the CMB photon is emitted at the conformal time η L . The angular-power spectrum C is defined by
where P (n·n ) is the Legendre polynomial of degree and the braket means the expectation value for a state. The angular-power spectrum for each multipole is characterized by the redshift factor of the end of inflation z end , matter-radiation equality z eq , the last scattering surface z L and the amplitude of PGWs given by H inf /M pl . We suppose that the redshift factors are
where z end is estimated for the GUT scale H inf ∼ 10 15 GeV, the present Hubble H 0 ∼ 10 −43
GeV and the e-folding N ∼ 70 to solve the horizon and flatness problem. In the following, we focus on the target frequency 1/η m q 1/η r . By the condition qη m 1, we can use the mode solution in the radiation era to compute the angular-power spectrum. Then we obtain the following formulas of the angular-power spectrum for ρ BD = 0 BD 0 BD and ρ cl as
where α q , β q are the Bogolyubov coefficients (27) . The function V (q) is defined by
where j (z) is the spherical Bessel function and v rad q is the positive frequency mode in the radiation era (Eq. (25)). As the leading order contribution for qη r 1, we obtain
where the formula of m q (61) was substituted and the approximations α q ∼ −β q and |β q | 2 + 1/2 ∼ |β q | 2 were used in the first line of each equation (71) and (72). In the second approximation of the equation (72), we used the fact that the cosine term cos[2qη 0 ] does not contribute to the q-integral because the present time η 0 is much larger than η r , η m , η L and the cosine term oscillates rapidly in the integration.
The figure 2 presents the angular-power spectrum C BD and C cl given by (71) and (72).
C BD shows oscillation, on the other hand, C cl decreases monotonically as the multipole increases. The oscillation is attributed to the phase factor of v rad q ∼ e −iqη contained in the two last terms of the equation (71). From redshift factors given by (65), (66) and (67), the typical value of the phase is estimated as follows:
where we have used q ∼ /(η L − η 0 ). The oscillation begins from ∼ 100 (corresponding phase is q η L ∼ 1) and the period of the oscillation is about 100 up to a numerical factor, which is observed in Fig. 2 . In the previous work [5] , they showed that the non-squeezed model (62) does not show oscillatory behaviors of the angular-power spectrum. As their non-squeezed model corresponds to the classical model without quantum discord, the oscillation in Fig. 2 is regarded as the proof of the quantum discord of PGWs. The whole analysis is based on the free theory of the tensor perturbation, and the nonlinear interaction with other fields is not included.
Since such nonlinear interactions can induce quantum decoherence generally, there is the possibility of loss of the quantum feature for PGWs. We discuss the decoherence effect for the tensor perturbation in the next section.
IV. DECOHERENCE FOR SUPER-HORIZON MODES AND QUANTUM COR-
RELATIONS
Quantum decoherence is the loss of quantum superposition and induced by the interaction with an environment. In cosmological situations, quantum decoherence plays a crucial role to explain quantum-to-classical transition of primordial fluctuations. In [6] , the authors discussed decoherence of primordial fluctuations with the super-horizon modes and introduced the two conditions: the decoherence condition and the correlation condition. In this section, we clarify the meaning of these two conditions in terms of quantum correlations.
To get a clear intuition of the decoherence effect, we construct a decohered Gaussian state of PGWs. We consider the total system with the full Hamiltonian
whereĤ y 0 (η) andĤ ϕ 0 (η) are the free Hamiltonian of the tensor perturbationŷ ij and the other fieldsφ, respectively. The operatorV (η) is the interaction between the tensor perturbation and the other fields. We assume that the initial state of the total system |Ψ at η → −∞ is given by the product state
where 0 BD y is the Bunch-Davies vacuum of the tensor field and |ψ ϕ is the initial state of the other fields. The wave functional of the total system is
where the time evolution operatorÛ (η, −∞) is expressed by using the time ordering aŝ
We give the decohered state by assuming the following form of the reduced density matrix of y λ : 
where N (η) is the normalization and Ω q (η) is given by (39 [6, 8, 13] , for the super-horizon mode (qη 1), the decoherence factor was derived using the quantum master equations with the Lindblad form [1, 22] . Also the decoherence factor were computed with the nonlinear interactions for primordial fluctuations in [15, 18, 19] .
In [6] , the authors focused on the Wigner function of the density matrix of the decohered state and discussed its shape in the phase space. The density matrix ρ(y, y , η) for a fixed mode q and polarization λ is
where ψ BD (y, η) is the wave function of the Bunch-Davies given in (39). The real part Ω R q characterizes the quantum superposition with respect to the field basis y. Such a superposition is suppressed by the decoherence factor if the parameter Γ q satisfies the inequality
The decoherence degrades the superposition of the field amplitudes and makes the width of the Wigner function large in the direction of the conjugate momentum as follows. The
Wigner function of the density matrix ρ(y, y , η) is W (y, π y , η) = w(y R , π R y , η)w(y I , π I y , η),
For a large Γ q , the Gaussian width for the conjugate momentum becomes large, and then Wigner ellipse approaches a circle. To observe the oscillation of the angular-power spectrum, the Wigner function should be squeezed even if decoherence occurs. In terms of the length of the major axis a and the minor axis b of the Wigner ellipse, the condition of squeezing [6] is expressed as
The word "correlation" does not mean quantum correlations but the correlation between the real (or imaginary) part of the field variable and its conjugate momentum.
In the following, we clarify the relation among the quantum correlations of PGWs at the matter era and the above conditions (82) and (85). For this purpose we consider the scenario that decoherence due to the interaction halts just before the second horizon crossing of PGWs and the state of PGWs evolves unitarily after that. In this scenario, the decohered state of PGWs (81) is prepared at the conformal time η c which satisfies
where ∼ 1 is a model parameter. The whole evolution of PGWs in our setting is presented in Fig. 3 . We examine the decoherence condition (82) and the correlation condition (85) at η = η c .
To observe the decohered but squeezed state of PGWs, these conditions should be satisfied at the horizon crossing ∼ 1. For the super-horizon mode at η r , qη r 1, the decoherence condition is estimated as
and the correlation condition is given as
where β q is the Bogolyubov coefficient given in (27) .
Let us investigate the entanglement and quantum discord of PGWs in the matter era.
For η, η > η c , we have the two-point function of yy
whereŷ H λ andŷ I λ are the tensor field in the Heisenberg and interaction picture, respectively. Ω(η, −∞) is given byΩ
The concrete expression of the interaction Hamiltonian is not needed because the reduced density matrix of the tensor field (78) is given at η c . In the equation (89), we assumed that the interaction continues until η c , that is,Ω(η, −∞) =Ω(η c , −∞) for η c ≤ η. The field operatorŷ I λ (q, η) can be written using the linear combination ofŷ
where X q and Y q are defined by
From the form of the density matrix at η c (78), the correlation functions of the tensor field at the time η c in the interaction picture can be computed as follows:
The derivation of these equations is presented in the appendix C. Substituting the equation (91) into the correlator (89) and using the formulas (94), (95) and (96), we obtain the correlator (89) for the different time η and η as
We can also calculate the other two-point functions of yπ and ππ . The conjugate momentumπ I λ (q, η) is given by the following linear combination ofŷ I λ (q, η c ) andπ I λ (q, η c ):
where z q and w q are defined by
Through the similar procedure, we can derive the other correlators for the different time as
By equations (97), (101) and (102), the correlators ofÂ H λ andÂ H † λ at η are given by
where we introduced the following quantities:
We focus on the target wave mode 1/η m q 1/η r (28) and first examine the PPT criterion in the matter era η > η m . The decohered state is the bipartite state with the mode q and −q defined by the annihilation operatorsÂ H (q, η) andÂ H (−q, η). For the sub-horizon mode, the operatorÂ H (q, η) is the counterpart ofb λ (q) due to the relationÂ ∼b exp(−iqη) (eq. (30)). Using the equations (105) and (106), we can rewrite the PPT criterion (58)
For qη c = ∼ 1, this inequality is evaluated up to the numerical factor as
where we used the approximated formulas (35), (36) and
for a sub-horizon scale qη 1.
For the target frequency qη r 1, PGWs have the large occupation number |β q | 2 1, and the PPT criterion (108) implies the decoherence condition (87)
Hence the decoherence condition (87) is not sufficient to eliminate the entanglement of PGWs. Next we evaluate the degree of quantum coherence c dec q (η) to examine the quantum discord of PGWs. For the target wave number 1/η m q 1/η r , we can approximate the
where we applied the approximated formulas (35), (36) and (109) again. If the phenomenological parameter Γ q (η c ) satisfies the correlation condition (88), then the decoherence effect is negligible in (111). In this case, the quantum coherence of the Bunch-Davies vacuum survives. Because the decohered state is a Gaussian state, it has quantum discord in the matter-dominated era. Hence the correlation condition given in [6] means that the PGWs have a chance to keep the quantum discord in the matter-dominated era.
Let us demonstrate behavior of the angular-power spectrum for the decohered state. By the formula (102), the angular-power spectrum C dec of the decohered state is given by
where the impact of the decoherence on the angular-power spectrum is represented as
with
In principle, the function Γ q (η) can be determined by assuming nonlinear interactions with other fields. Since a macroscopic system easily decoheres, the value of Γ q (η c ) increases for the larger system. For simplicity we assume that Γ q (η c ) per mode is proportional to the number density |β q | 2 , that is,
where γ is a dimensionless positive constant. For γ ∼ 1, the correlation condition (88) is violated. In Fig. 4 , we present the behavior of ( + 1)C dec /2π for γ = 1.0 and γ = 0.1 with = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5. As have already mentioned, the decoherence changes the ellipse of the Wigner function to a circle and hence the observable oscillation is reduced. However, in the left panel of Fig. 4 we still observe the oscillation after the decoherence for the super-horizon mode = 0.5 even if the correlation condition (88) is violated for γ = 1.0. This is because the Wigner function of PGWs with the super-horizon mode is squeezed until the horizon crossing after the decoherence (see Fig. 5 ). 0  200  400  600  800  1000 5. × 10 -11
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1. × 10 -8 In Fig. 6 , we compare the angular-power spectrum of the Bunch-Davies vacuum and the classical state with that of the decohered state for γ = 1.0. The left panel of Fig. 6 presents behaviors of C BD and C dec with = 0.5 which show oscillation. The right panel of Fig. 6 shows the behaviors of C cl and C dec with = 1.5. Oscillations are reduced by the decoherence effect. In this case, C dec is almost 2C cl . For γ = 1.0 and = 1.5, ∆C has the same amplitude and almost opposite phase as C BD . That is ∆C can be evaluated by C BD using the mode function e iπ/2 v rad q . Thus we find that
and
In Fig. 7 , we summarize the relation among the entanglement, the quantum discord of the observed PGWs, the decoherence condition and the correlation condition for super-horizon modes. As we have mentioned, the oscillation of the angular-power spectrum implies the quantum discord of PGWs but does not guarantees the existence of entanglement. For the decohered state, we can choose the parameter Γ q (η c ) satisfying the PPT criterion and the correlation condition. Thus the entanglement of PGWs is not required to obtain the oscillatory behavior of the angular-power spectrum of CMB fluctuations.
V. SUMMARY
Focusing on quantum correlations, we examined the oscillation of the angular-power spectrum of CMB fluctuations induced by PGWs. Under the five assumptions, we have shown that the origin of the oscillation is not the entanglement but the quantum discord of PGWs. We can demonstrate that the constructed classical state of PGWs without quantum discord has no oscillatory feature for the angular-power spectrum of CMB temperature fluctuation. We also investigated the decoherence effect for super-horizon modes on the squeezing property of PGWs. In particular, we discussed the decoherence condition and the correlation condition [6] in terms of quantum correlations. Through the comparison of the PPT criterion and the decoherence condition, we found that the decoherece condition is not sufficient for the separability of the state of PGWs in the matter-dominated era.
Also we showed that the correlation condition implies the quantum discord of PGWs in the matter-dominated era. This argument is obvious because the correlation condition ensures the squeezed Wigner function if there is no decoherence after the horizon crossing. What we have done here is to furnish the meaning of the correlation condition in terms of quantum discord. We expect that the oscillatory feature of PGWs gives a hint for the question whether
PGWs are quantum or not in our observable universe.
the Gaussian state is a product state.
Appendix B: Derivation of the inequality (58)
We consider a two-mode Gaussian state ρ AB , whose modes are defined by the annihilation operatorsâ A andâ B . We introduce the vectorα = â A ,â † A ,â B ,â † B T . The covariance matrix of the state ρ AB is defined by the Hermitian matrix C ij = 1 2 Tr[{α † i ,α j } ρ AB ] where {·, ·} is the anti-commutator. The explicit form of the matrix C is
where · = Tr[· ρ AB ] and the omitted components are determined by the Hermiticity. The that is C ≥ 1 2 Ω where the matrix Ω is given by [α j ,α † k ] = Ω jk . The partial transpose operation for the subsystem B is represented byb A →b A andb B →b † B . We denote the partial transposed matrix as C. Then the inequality for the PPT criterion is C ≥ 1 2 Ω. The state of interest has only the two expectation values â † Aâ A = â † Bâ B = n, â AâB = c.
Then the covariance matrix C and its partial transposed matrix C are computed as
Appendix C: Derivation of the equations (94), (95) and (96)
We compute the two-point functions of the decohered state (78). For convenience, we use the Schrödinger picture to calculate them: 
